
Getting started with the 
Toshiba dynaEdge smart glass solution

The dynaEdge smart glass solution is designed to be hard 
wearing and practical – complementing the different work 
patterns and environments that your workers experience 
day to day.

At the heart of the solution is the dynaEdge DE-100 
processor unit, which is available in a number of 
configurations, depending on the processing power 
needed for your operations. It comes complete with  
an AC Adapter.

Add to this the dynaEdge AR100 Viewer – the monocular 
HMD (Head Mounted Display) unit. Next, select your 
preferred mounting option for the AR100 HMD; choices 

include glasses, helmet and headband options. You can also 
choose from a range of other accessories including a 4-port 
battery charger, spare batteries, cables, carry case and more.

A great way to get started is to choose the AR100 Kit. This 
provides the AR100 Viewer, a USB Type-C cable to connect 
the Viewer to the DE-100 base unit, a holster to securely 
hold the DE-100 at the wearer’s waist, and a robust clip 
to comfortably secure the cable to the wearer’s clothing. 
It also includes a sturdy carry case with spaces for the 
dynaEdge DE-100 unit and your preferred dynaEdge AR100 
Viewer mounting option (both sold separately).

dynaEdge DE-100 Your choice of viewer 
mounting optionsAR100 Kit

+ +

Toshiba recommends Windows 10 Pro.



AR100 Viewer*
PA5293U-1VEW 

Cable Clip*
PA5320U-1CLP 
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DE-100 Holster*
PA5294U-1GHL 

USB Type-C Cable* 
PA5297U-1GTC USB 

 AR100 Headband
PA5301U-1GBM

AR100 Safety Helmet Mounts
PA5300U-1GHM

AR100 Safety Frame 
PA5299U-1GHL

Carrying Case* 
PA5295U-1GCR

AR100 Lens-less Frame 
PA5298U-1GSK 

DE-100 Battery Pack 
PA5289U-1BRS

DE-100 Battery Charger 
PA5303E-1GHG 

Additional Accessories

AR100 Lens-less Frame Ear Hooks PA5322U-1EAR  

AR100 Safety Frame Mounting Clips PA5321U-1MCL

AC Adapter PA5192U-1ACA

*included in the AR100 Kit PA5293U-1WLF


